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                                                                                                             TEST 11 
 
1- I've got to get ......... this place, if it's the last thing I ever do 

— I'm tired ......... being here. 
 

A) into/for   B) around/on  C) out of/of                                      
D) upon/at   E) from/about 
 

2- He read ......... the instructions but he was totally confused 
......... them.  

 
A) about/with  B) up/about  C) about/from                                 
D) up/towards  E) through/by 
 

3- She did well enough ......... school, but she didn't have much 
success .........later life. 

 
A) in/about   B) with/of  C) on/at                                            
D) at/in   E) to/for 
 

4- The dress was made ........ blue linen which was woven ......... 
a hand loom. 

 
A) in/with   B) of/on   C) with/by                                        
D) from/of   E) out of/into 
 

5- The cost of the repairs .......... our car was paid .......... by the 
other driver's insurance, as the accident was his fault. 

 
A) on/in   B) to/for   C) with/at                                      
D) by/off   E) in/with 
 

6- The essay was covered .......... the professor's remarks, 
written .......... red ink. 

 
A) with/in   B) for/across  C) about/with                                  
D) over/through  E) in/through 
 

7- The expiry date was clearly stamped ........ the tin of beans, 
but it was still sitting ........ the supermarket shelf. 

 
A) in/over   B) through/at  C) on/on                                           
D) in/in   E) for/down 
 

8- The wind blew the candle ......... as we were trying to 
advance ......... the mouth of the cave. 

 
A) about/across  B) off/with  C) on/through                                 
D) out/towards  E) over/from 
 

9- She broke her leg falling ......... the tree .......... the hard 
concrete below.  

 
A) out of/in   B) down/to  C) among/across                             
D) through/with  E) from/onto 
 

10- ......... his eighteenth birthday, his friends threw him .......... 
the swimming-pool with his clothes on.  

 
A) On/into   B) For/at   C) In/through                                  
D) About/in   E) At/across 
 

11- Considering that his grades were well.......... average, we can 
assume that he passed his exams .......... high grades. 

 
A) In/through  B) for/from  C) on/out of                                     
D) above/with  E) over/in 
 
 
 

12- There is evidence indicating that there was some prehistoric 
settlement ......... the Stone Age ........ the present city of 
Stuttgart in Germany.  

 
A) with/at       B) on/over  C) through/about                           
D) from/near   E) to/for 
 

13- He didn't want to get involved .......... a risky money making 
scheme, especially .......... someone he didn't really trust. 

 
A) with/upon  B) in/with  C) along/between                           
D) of/on   E) at/about 
 

14- He returned home laden ......... presents ......... all his 
relatives. 

 
A) by/about   B) In/with  C) with/for                                    
D) under/from  E) on/along 
 

15- We saw him ........ at the station and he waved goodbye ......... 
the departing train.  

 
A) off/from   B) through/at  C) with/along                                  
D) from/for   E) for/to 
 

16- He apologized ........ his family ......... causing them so much 
trouble.  

 
A) with/about  B) for/through  C) about/by                                    
D) to/for   E) from/with 
 

17- Although people ......... different countries played each other 
informally for centuries, the first international chess 
tournament was played ......... the Great Exhibition in London 
in 1851. 

 
A) with/by   B) by/into  C) about/with                                 
D) for/about   E) from/during 
 

18- First crossed in 1813, the Great Dividing Range, a series of 
ranges  and plateaus in Australia, was once a barrier .......... 
migration .......... the  Australian interior. 

 
A) at/about   B) with/in  C) to/into                                        
D) by/from   E) for/through 
 

19- If statements people have made are taken ......... contest and 
repeated separately, the meaning can seem completely 
different........ what the speaker originally meant. 

 
A) In/with   B) for/about  C) out of/from                                
D) from/over  E) without/for 
 

20- The Caribbean Sea is ......... major importance .......... 
international shipping to and from the Panama Canal.  

 
A) of/for   B) by/with  C) on/upon                                     
D) in/by   E) for/from 
 

21- I am writing to enquire ........ the possibility of renting a 
bungalow ......... the summer. 

 
A) for/with   B) about/for  C) into/round                                 
D) into/below  E) for/through 
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22- She suffers ......... diabetes and needs to take good care ........ 
herself. 

 
A) on/to   B) about/for  C) from/of                                        
D) with/in   E) for/about 
 

23- The little girl doesn't like being left.......... her own ......... all, 
even if her mother is in the next room. 

 
A) on/at   B) at/in   C) to/with                                         
D) in/for   E) for/from 
 

24- In Shaw's Pygmalion, Professor Higgins takes the street 
trader, Eliza ......... her natural environment and turns her 
....... a different type of person. 

 
A) into/from   B) along/to  C) from/up                                       
D) with/over   E) out of/into 
 

25- Oskar Schindler, whose fame rests .......... his remarkable 
rescue of more than 1,000 Jews ......... the Nazi Holocaust, 
was a German businessman. 

 
A) on/during   B) with/over  C) by/into                                         
D) to/through  E) for/from 
 

26- Cover yourself ......... sunscreen to protect your skin ........ the 
sun. 

 
A) in/about   B) with/from  C) of/along                                      
D) over/under  E) behind/of 
 

27- The victims of the hurricane are desperately in need .......... 
supplies, but the foreign aid which has been sent is still 
sitting .......... the port.  

 
A) with/on   B) for/over  C) about/in                                      
D) of/at   E) from/with 
 

28- Nobody was killed ......... the explosion, but several people 
were injured ......... flying pieces of glass. 

 
A) by/with   B) in/by   C) under/by                                     
D) at/for   E) for/from 
 

29- The Nigerian sprinter was presented ........ a gold medal ........ 
winning the final. 

 
A) for/about   B) to/on   C) by/upon                                       
D) with/for   E) in/through 
 

30- I marvelled ......... her elaborate explanation of her absence 
......... class.  

 
A) with/in   B) by/at   C) at/from                                        
D) on/for   E) to/out of 
 

31- She was terrified ........ dogs and always stayed well away 
........ them. 

 
A) by/of   B) about/of  C) for/with                                       
D) with/about  E) of/from 
 
 
 
 

32- Moira is allergic ......... strawberries and breaks out ......... a 
rash if she eats them. 

 
A) to/in   B) from/with  C) about/over                                 
D) in/under   E) with/of 
 

33- They were walking .......... the field when they were attacked 
......... a herd of bulls. 

 
A) above/from  B) over/with C) across/by  
D) from/at  E) around/about 
 

34- Anne mentioned ......... Clare that she had won some money 
in the lottery and soon the news was all......... town.  

 
A) about/in   B) for/at   C) with/about                                 
D) to/over   E) from/beyond 
 

35- Sam was keen ........ emigrating to Canada, but his wife was 
strongly opposed ......... it. 

 
A) for/on   B) about/with  C) to/against                                   
D) in/for   E) on/to 
 

36- ......... every item the sales representative sells, he receives 
1O percent ......... the profit. 

 
A) After/in   B) With/for  C) Out of/with                                
D) About/on   E) For/of 
 

37- The papers were full....... theories about Diana's accident and 
there wasn't much news ......... anything else.  
A) from/of   B) of/about  C) by/with                                       
D) over/for   E) with/beyond 

38- In a matter of a year, she transformed herself ........ a student 
........ a career woman. 

 
A) from/into   B) of/out of  C) with/for                                      
D) against/to   E) around/over 
 

39- He went ........ business ......... the beginning of 1994.  
 

A) into/at   B) along/since  C) to/from                                        
D) out of on   E) down/for 
 

40- I was angry ........ myself ........ being afraid of such a small 
insect. 

 
A) in/about   B) for/into  C) to/from                                       
D) with/for   E) with/on 
 

41- The dog bit a chunk ........ Henry's leg and left him scarred 
........ the rest of his life. 

 
A) with/in   B) from/over  C) out of/for                                    
D) of/of   E) in to/by 
 

42- Our goalkeeper was quite pleased ........ himself ......... not 
letting in any goals. 

 
A) to/with   B) with/for  C) about/of                                     
D) in/at   E) on/in 
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43- Graham Brooks started his company ......... £200 and now he 
has a turnover ......... £2 million a year.  

 
A) at/for   B) on/on   C) over/over                                     
D) at/with   E) with/of 
 

44- James finished his degree ......... engineering ........ the age of 
21. 

 
A) at/during   B) in/at   C) to/over                                         
D) for/under   E) about/in 
 

45- The old man broke a branch ........ the tree and used it ........ a 
walking stick. 

 
A) in/like   B) out of/along  C) of/from                                           
D) from/as   E) to/for 
 

46- Jeremy wrapped the book .......... brown paper and then 
secured the parcel......... some strong string.  

 
A) in/with   B) between/in  C) up/to                                            
D) among/by  E) with/into 
 

47- He was hit on the head ........ a cricket ball and has never 
recovered ......... the blow. 

 
A) from/under  B) through/in  C) by/from                                       
D) with/against  E) on/for 
 

48- Nick felt ashamed ........ his humble upbringing and 
sometimes lied ........ his past. 

 
A) by/to   B) from/with  C) of/about                                      
D) with/over   E) for/against 
 

49- That single was one of the most popular records ........ the 
seventies and the singer was worshipped ........ millions of 
teenagers. 

 
A) about/through  B) of/by   C) in/with                                         
D) through/in  E) from/among 
 

50- We've been feeling really sorry ......... James since he lost his 
home ......... the flood. 

 
A) about/under  B) with/after  C) on/beneath                               
D) of/during   E) for/in 
 

51- There is one steep part after you leave the river, but, ......... 
you will find it an easy walk. 

 
A) out of season  B) on the whole  C) by no means                                
D) in advance  E) for instance 
 

52- The two leaders agreed to put their differences aside for the 
meeting and concentrate on what they had ......... — a desire 
for peace in the area. 

 
A) in common  B) for short  C) in order                                       
D) on time   E) for once 
 

53- Knowing the dangers, she kept all her cleaning materials 
such as bleach and disinfectant well.......... of her children.  

 
A) out of reach  B) in tears  C) in danger                                    
D) on purpose  E) in public 

54- The most accurate opinion polls are those where the 
respondents are chosen .......... so that no type of individual la 
omitted from the survey.  

 
A) on average  B) in error  C) at random                                     
D) for the time being  E) in practice 
 

55- Because I am fair-skinned, I can lie on the beach on a sunny 
day for half an hour ........... or I end up with sunburn.  

 
A) out of doors  B) at the most  C) at least                                        
D) by mistake  E) by far 
 

56- In air raids last night, they .......... the enemy's fuel supplies. 
 

A) set off   B) carried out  C) ran out                                        
D) blew up   E) brought up 
 

57- Julie has looked much healthier since she has ......... horse 
riding. It must be all the fresh air that she is getting. 

 
A) taken up   B) turned off  C) settled down                               
D) found out   E) worked out 
 

58- The bus would certainly have ......... the old lady ......... ifa 
man hadn't pulled her back by the arm. 

 
A) taken/in   B) knocked/down  C) turned/out                                
D) worn/out   E) held/up 
 

59- The police officer asked Joseph if he could ......... the 
thief........ of a line of ten similar-looking men. 

 
A) set/up   B) look/after  C) pick/out                                     
D) put/down   E) see/off 
 

60- Hoping to strengthen my client's case, I spent last night ......... 
the records of previous trials against companies for polluting 
the environment.  

 
A) checking in  B) making up  C) looking out                                 
D) setting out  E) going through 
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